Marquette University Department of Performing Arts Presents

Music Area Holiday Concert

Featuring:
The Marquette University Chorus, Chamber Choir, Jazz Ensembles, Orchestra, Symphonic Band and Wind Ensemble

Sunday, December 5, 2021
2 pm, Varsity Theatre
**PROGRAM**

*Marquette University Chorus and Chamber Choir, Dr. Mark Konewko, Director*

Ding Dong Merrily on High  
arr. Willcocks

Ave Maria  
Nathaniel Dett

Christmas Cantata, Movement 3 “Gloria in Excelsis Deo”  
Daniel Pinkham

*Marquette Jazz Ensembles, Dr. Joel Flunker, Director*

5 O’Clock Jazz Band

A Charlie Brown Christmas  
Guaraldi/Murtha

I’ll Be Home for Christmas  
Gannon/Kent/Yasinitsky

Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree  
Marks/Sharp

7 O’Clock Jazz Band

Little Drummer Boy  
Traditional/arr. Jackson

Jingle Bells  
Pierpont/La Barbera

*Marquette University Orchestra, Dr. Erik Janners, Director*

Concert Op.6, No. 8 “Christmas Concerto”  
Arcangelo Corelli

Vivace/Grave/Allegro

Adagio/Allegro/Adagio

Vivace

Allegro/Pastorale

Riu Riu Chiu  
Traditional/arr. Marlatt

*Marquette Symphonic Band, Dr. Joel Flunker, Director*

Angels, From the Realms of Glory  
Traditional/arr. Smith

A Christmas Festival  
Leroy Anderson

*Marquette Wind Ensemble, Dr. Erik Janners, Director*

A Christmas Intrada  
Alfred Reed

Sleigh Ride  
Leroy Anderson
Marquette University Chorus and Chamber Choir

Jenny Ai
Alyssa Beine
Alicia Anderson
Annmarie Buckley
Katie Darragh
Susie Dobbs
Connor Farrell
Mary Fischer
Mark Hengel
Jonah Hummel
Benjamin Jackson
Ben Jennings
Rachel Laliberte
Ari Manta
Grace Marchello
Nayeli Mares
Isabelle Monroe
Natalie Murray
Gracie Overstreet
Lucila Radke
Sam Robertson
Izzy Rowe
Beth Schultz
Emma Sebo
Amanda Smith
Olivia Stewart
Tess Stumvoll
Ian Thiesenhusen
Matthew Trecek
Emily Udell
Margaret Weiner
Sarah Woerner
JAZZ ENSEMBLES FALL 2021

5:00 Band

Saxophone
Timothy Goodwin (alto)
Emily Seidl
Aleks Hromic (tenor)
Nathan Karl
Gavin Johnson
Chris Purney (bari)

Trumpet
Andrew Ozers
Victor Mateos
Mari Crowley
Louis Jezer

Trombone
Bailey Lewis
Colin Ashenhurst

Piano
Caitlin Martinez

Guitar
Alex Pienkos
Zach Anderson

Bass

Nick Hilbert

Michael Diaz

Drums

Tim Day

7:00 Band

Saxophone

Sam Bonham (alto)

Sahana Jay

Mariam Reichert

Marcella Rivera

Joseph Connelly (tenor)

Christopher Schneider

Brendan Illing

John Ronsman (bari)

Ryan Solveson

Trombone

Daniel Parks

Mara Ideler

Patrick Bohnart

Ellie Balensiefen
Max Schmidt
Trumpet
Edmund Lazzari
Ethan Masarik
Isabella Drewel
Alyssa Spies
Piano
Rachel Mehail
Caden George
Guitar
Jarrett Litscher
Bass
Rade Latinovich
Drums
Elijah Bradley
Danny Nicpon

MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY SYMPHONIC BAND FALL 2021

Flute
Alyssa Jarosz (piccolo)
Mia Gleason
Julia Rihani

*Isabelle Yoshikazi
Jayden Zaharris

**Clarinet**
Roselia Aguilar
Joseph Connelly
*Aine Grady

**Bass Clarinet**
Alexander Rashad

**Alto Saxophone**
Brendan Illing
*Mariam Reichert
*Ryan Solveson

**Tenor Saxophone**
*Aleks Hromic

Gavin Johnson

**Baritone Saxophone**
Shane Engelkens

**Trumpet**
Mari Crowley
*Amy Holschbach
Louis Jezerc
Nicholas Paulick
Alyssa Spies

**Horn**
Nora McKeough
**Trombone**

Ellie Balensiefen  
Michael Geiphart  
Mark Hengel  
*Colton Herbert  
Daniel Parks  

**Tuba**

*Matthew Weltzien  
Noah Bayer  

**Percussion**

*Ben Doyle  
*Will Emery  
Joceline Helmbreck  
Katrina LaMadrid  
Sean Martin  
Ryan Nicolay  

* Indicates Principal Player

---

**Marquette University Wind Ensemble Fall 2021**

**Piccolo**

Annie Carani

**Flute**

Maddie Flaherty  
Lauryn Flannagan*  
Emily Haag  
Simon Mathiowetz  

**Oboe**
Leah Beardsley
Clarinet
Jessica Calteux
Clare Fitzgerald
Brigitte Lindell
Emily Madden
Nayeli Mares
Vanessa Rivera*

Bassoon
Esther Teresinski

Saxophone
Sam Bonham
Timothy Goodwin*
Ja Vaughan Guadalupe
Sahana Jay
Josh Mains

French Horn
Isabel Dunning

Trumpet/Cornet
Zac Beine
Isabella Fonfara Drewel
Michael Erhardt
Ethan Masarik
Andrew Ozers
Gabrielle Prehn*

Trombone
Colin Ashenhurst
Mara Ideler
Arde Irani
Bailey Lewis*
James Neuson
Gwen Viegut

Euphonium
Rachel Nwia*
Leopoldo Ruffolo
Tuba
John Ronsman*
Will Steininger

Percussion
Elijah Bradley
Charlie Dennert*
Andrew Hirsh
Chris Ibitoye
Collin Weber

String Bass
Dayane Garcia-Avila

Piano
Anna Becker

* - indicates principal player

SPRING SEMESTER PERFORMANCES

Sunday, February 20 – Orchestra Concert
Sunday, February 27 – Wind Ensemble Concert
Sunday, April 10 – Symphonic Band Concert
Friday, April 22 – Jazz Ensembles Concert
Sunday, April 24 – Wind Ensemble Concert
Sunday, May 1 – Orchestra Concert